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A tornado is a rapidly rotating column of air that is in contact with both the surface of the Earth and a
cumulonimbus cloud or, in rare cases, the base of a cumulus cloud.
Tornado - Wikipedia
The 1974 Super Outbreak was the second-largest tornado outbreak on record for a single 24-hour period,
just behind the 2011 Super Outbreak. It was also the most violent tornado outbreak ever recorded, with 30
F4/F5 tornadoes confirmed.
1974 Super Outbreak - Wikipedia
Un tornado es una masa de aire con alta velocidad angular cuyo extremo inferior estÃ¡ en contacto con la
superficie de la Tierra y el superior con una nube cumulonimbus o, excepcionalmente, con la base de una
nube cÃºmulus.
Tornado - Wikipedia, la enciclopedia libre
The â€œSuper Outbreak of April 3-4, 1974â€• occurred across portions of the Midwest, Lower Mississippi
Valley, and Southeast. In what was the worst tornado outbreak of the 20 th century, there were 148
tornadoes over the course of just 18 hours, over half of which were classified as significant/strong at F2
strength or higher.
Looking back at the April 3-4, 1974 Super Outbreak - U.S
Tornado (z hiszp. tronada â€“ burza), â€“ gwaÅ‚townie wirujÄ…ca kolumna powietrza bÄ™dÄ…ca
jednoczeÅ›nie w kontakcie z powierzchniÄ… ziemi i podstawÄ… cumulonimbusa.
Tornado â€“ Wikipedia, wolna encyklopedia
Datum Tote Beschreibung 15. August 1787 2 Der Four-State Tornado Swarm, der erste in den
Wetteraufzeichnungen von Neuengland registrierte Tornadoschwarm, tÃ¶tete zwei Personen, forderte
zahlreiche Verletzte und verursachte schwere SchÃ¤den in den Bundesstaaten Connecticut, Rhode Island,
Massachusetts und New Hampshire.
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Breaking Cincinnati news, traffic, weather and local headlines from The Cincinnati Enquirer newspaper.
Cincinnati Enquirer | cincinnati.com
In a land where survival depends on the natural resource of wood, the town of Port Protection is lucky to have
a man with the skill to cut down these behemoths without issue.
Channel Homepage - nationalgeographic.com
Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org. This article has been updated and now contains videos from the
speakers at the event. My most sincere gratitude to all the speakers, to John B. Wells for his exceptional
emceeing of the event, and to each and every individual that attended.
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Major Northern California Event Exposes Global Climate
Exposing the climate geoengineering cover-up ... Last week the NOAA â€“ The National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration released a series of documents concerning the restructuring of the National
Weather Service under a program entitled Operations and Workforce Analysis.
Legal Action Update: Government Controlling Weather
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Angel (1999â€“2004) was an American TV show, created by Joss Whedon and David Greenwalt and airing
on The WB, about the ongoing trials of Angel, a vampire whose human soul was restored to him by gypsies
as a punishment for the murder of one of their own.
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